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Abstract
Spoken word recognition is the study of how lexical representations are accessed from phonological patterns in the speech signal. That is, we conventionally make two simplifying assumptions: Because many fundamental problems in speech perception remain unsolved, we provisionally assume the input is a string of phonemes that are the output of speech perception processes, and that the output is a string of recognized words that are passed onto mechanisms supporting, for example, sentence processing. These kinds of assumptions allow psycholinguists to break language understanding into manageable research domains, and as we review, they have afforded great progress in understanding spoken word recognition. However, we also review a growing body of results that are incompatible with these assumptions: Spoken word recognition is constrained by subphonemic details and top-down influences from higher level processing. We argue that these findings are incompatible with current theoretical frameworks, and that a new theoretical paradigm is needed.
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When we comprehend spoken language, we accomplish many amazing feats. We map the acoustics of speech onto phonological categories, despite a rapid signal,1 with tremendous variation in talker characteristics, acoustic environment, speaking rate, and many other dimensions (see Chapter 26, this volume). We also build syntactic structures on the fly as we hear speech, allowing us to derive a talker’s intended meaning, overcoming rampant syntactic and semantic ambiguity along the way (Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). The study of word recognition focuses on processes that intervene, more or less, between phonological and syntactic processing; how do listeners map phonological forms onto words in memory, taking into account prior probabilities, linguistic and nonlinguistic context, including the phonetic, phonological, lexical, semantic, and syntactic structures that have been activated by the speech signal as it unfolds in time. As we shall see, there may not be distinct processes or representations that are concerned purely with spoken word recognition.2 Word recognition is influenced by (and in turn influences processing of) low-level acoustic and phonetic details of speech as well as semantic and syntactic processing; there is no sharp boundary between speech perception and word recognition, nor between word recognition and sentence processing.

Nonetheless, psycholinguistics is divided into intuitively identifiable levels of organization in human language processing—speech perception, spoken word recognition, sentence processing, and so on—providing a logical division of labor among psycholinguists. This way, rather than waiting until all fundamental problems at the level of speech perception are solved, researchers can make progress on the word level by making simplifying assumptions about the nature of the input and the goals of word-level processing (see Magnuson, 2008, for a detailed discussion). The nature of the input and the goals of processing are what David Marr (1982) called the computational level of theorizing about information processing systems. We need to articulate a computational-level theory before we can discuss what sorts of representations and mechanisms support human spoken word recognition.

The Computational Problem
Marr (1982) described three levels of information processing theories: computational, algorithmic, and implementational. The idea is that when we are faced with some sort of information processing system—a thermostat, a calculator, a computer, or human language processing—and want to figure out through empirical investigation what the system does and how it works, we need to posit theories at multiple levels of analysis to guide our investigations. The most abstract level is the computational theory, which is an analysis of the goals or purpose of the system based on the mapping between the system’s input and output—which defines the information processing the system does. For a basic calculator, the input might be numbers and symbols for mathematical operations, and the output would be the result the calculator displays.

At the algorithmic level, we develop a theory of the “software” that could achieve the computational mapping. For example, we might posit that for multiplication, the calculator performs a sequence of additions (given 4 x 3, it adds 4 + 4 + 4) or that it just looks up the result from a list of pairwise products coded in its memory. We might then propose an empirical test of these two theories by measuring how long the calculator takes to display its answer in cases where the two theories would require a similar number of operations versus cases where the serial addition theory would involve many more operations.

The third level is the implementational level, which in the case of our calculator would be the hardware level. Here, we examine the inner workings of the calculator—perhaps taking it apart, enumerating the components and their interconnections. In a modern calculator, this would be a circuit board. We take as given that the relevant implementational level for spoken word recognition is that of neural systems. Despite the advent in recent years of sophisticated neuroimaging techniques, understanding of the neural basis of language remains rather coarse (for recent reviews, see Blumstein & Myers, in press; Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Ueno, Saito, Rogers, & Lambon Ralph, 2011). While we argue at the end of the chapter that integration with cognitive neuroscience via lesion studies, neuroimaging, and genetics will be necessary for full understanding of human language processing, our focus will remain firmly on cognitive psychology in this review.

One of Marr’s goals in identifying these three levels of information processing theory was to make clear that they can be addressed independently. Theories at different levels need not have contact with each other to make progress (although a computational level theory—the relevant input-output mapping and its purpose—is a prerequisite to an algorithmic theory and a crucial source of constraints in studying the implementational level), but they can be mutually constraining. For example, if we are comparing algorithmic theories of multiplication that posit serial addition vs. memory lookup (for single digits), we might search for circuits at the implementational level that perform addition when a multiplication operation is called for. Conversely, if we determine at the implementational level that the device has a memory limited to 1 kilobyte, we should not propose algorithmic theories that require megabytes of memory.

Now imagine we have a device that happens to be a calculator—but we do not know that, because the Arabic numerals and mathematical symbols have been replaced with arbitrary symbols. What should our first step be in figuring out what information processing this device does? We will have to observe what symbols are displayed as we input different key sequences. We should arrive at the same computational theory as we would with a “normal” calculator, but it will take a lot of work to document the input-output mappings and surmise the purpose of the information processing the device does. Enumerating all possible inputs and their results would not be feasible—depending on the limits of the calculator, these may be infinite or at least impractically many. If we have no clue that this device is a calculator, imagine how difficult it would be to jump to the algorithmic or implementational level before establishing a computational theory—that is, figuring out that the purpose of the device is calculation. And this is largely the position we find ourselves in when attempting to develop theories of cognition.

So let’s begin by deriving a computational theory of spoken word recognition: What are the inputs, the outputs, and the mapping between them?

The input is a tricker issue than one might think. It may seem obvious that for spoken word...
recognition, the input is speech. This turns out to be an impractical starting point, because of unsolved mysteries in speech perception. The central one is called the lack of invariance problem, and it refers to the fact that there is not a simple mapping between acoustic patterns and percepts (such as consonants and vowels, syllables, or words). Instead, there is a many-to-many mapping (e.g., Lisker, 1985). The acoustic patterns that map to a particular phoneme (consonant or vowel) vary depending on phonetic context (what phonemes precede and follow), acoustic environment (an open field vs. an echoey stairwell vs. a noisy party), talker characteristics (physical size, sex, dialect, idiosyncratic emotional state), speaking rate... and this is a partial list! (See Chapter 26, this volume, for an overview.) The result is that many acoustic patterns can map to the same percept. Compounding this problem is the fact that phonological categories overlap in acoustic space and an identical acoustic pattern can map onto multiple perceptions depending on context. For instance, a given vowel can sound like the vowel "b" in the context of one talker, but like the vowel "w" in another talker's voice (Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957; Peterman & Barney, 1952), and the same acoustic pattern can sound like "b" in the context of slow speech but "w" in fast speech (Miller & Liberman, 1979; for examples of how speech rate affects spoken word recognition, see Dilley & Pitt, 2010).

The acoustic variability in different phonetic contexts arises due to the fact that speech is coarticulated, meaning that the vocal tract gestures we use to produce successive speech sounds overlap. If we try to identify the time intervals where the vocal tract is making the motor movements for the phonemes /l/, /r/, and /g/ in the word "bag," we find that the gestures for /l/ extend over the entire production of the word, and even gestures for /r/ and /g/ overlap in time (for a review, see Fowler & Magnuson, 2012). Coarticulation contributes to the lack of invariance problem (the acoustics for a phoneme will change the motoric constraints of producing adjacent phonemes with which it is coarticulated) but is also at the heart of the segmentation problem: There are few acoustic cues to where one phoneme ends and another begins because articulation and therefore acoustics are usually continuous. Discontinuities—actual breaks and pauses in the signal, which would seem like a logical acoustic cue to boundaries—are not reliable cues to phoneme boundaries. These discontinuities rarely occur "between" phonemes and are likely to happen "within" a phoneme, such as the sudden reduction in sound when a constriction for a voiceless stop consonant like /p/ is made (the constriction gesture being the brief, air-stopping closure of the lips).

Rather than waiting until these mysteries are resolved, psychologists have made simplifying assumptions that allow them to tackle higher levels of processing. Typically, psycholinguists allow themselves to assume that the input to word recognition will be a string of phones generated by a speech perception mechanism and that scientists studying sentence processing make a similar assumption and assume a string of words to be a plausible input to sentence processing—and so on, as one moves to higher levels of organization. This simplifying assumption allows us to get started, but as we shall see later in this chapter, it paradoxically makes some aspects of theories of spoken word recognition more complex than they need be.

For now, let's consider what this assumption buys us. If we consider the input to be a string of phonemes, the next step in deriving a computational-level theory of spoken word recognition is to ask what the output should be, in order to identify the goal of the information processing system we are studying. The ultimate goal is, of course, a full specification of the listener's understanding of the speaker's message, but the complexities of semantics and syntax render this, as with the input, too large a problem to take on simultaneously with word-level processing. We would also have to grapple with how words map onto syntactic and semantic structures of various sorts, how those result in appreciation of the speaker's intent (or not) in light of linguistic and nonlinguistic context, the listener's prior experiences, and so on. Rather than grappling with all of these details in one go, psycholinguists break the problem into manageable chunks. For spoken word recognition, we assume the intermediate goal of the system is to achieve a match to a lexical representation of a word in memory and feed it forward for higher levels of processing.

What should be the contents of lexical representations? Certainly, there will have to be a phonological form—a sequenced list of the phonemes that should occur (the most typical assumption) or some other acoustic form (e.g., epicodic traces; Goldinger, 1998), or detailed phonetic or phonological form. While one possibility we have just listed is explicitly nonphonological (acoustic episodic), we will use "phonological form" to mean any coding scheme that maps the speech signal onto words in the lexicon. While phonological form will be the primary key for accessing lexical representations, what else should we assume lexical representations contain? We might minimally expect lexical semantics and grammatical class, although contemporary linguistic and psycholinguistic theories of grammar and sentence processing attribute even more syntactic and semantic knowledge to lexical representations (Altmann & Minkovíc, 2009; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Sengden, 1994; Pustejovsky, 1995; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994). Again, theories of spoken word recognition typically defer consideration of details beyond phonological form to higher levels, such as sentence processing. As with input representation, the risk of seemingly simplifying assumptions may make the problem of spoken word recognition paradoxically more difficult if they exclude contributions of semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic factors to resolving word-level ambiguities (e.g., Barr, 2008; Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2004; Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2008).

So now we have a basic definition of the computational problem: The input is a string of speech sounds represented either abstractly (as symbolic representations) or episodically (as memory traces preserving surface details), and the goal is access of a lexical representation, which includes at least parsing the phonemes onto phonological forms of words in memory, and may include accessing some degree of semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic knowledge (though these details tend to be beyond the scope of current theories of spoken word recognition). The next steps in determining how the system achieves this goal are characterizing the mappings between inputs and outputs through experimental observation, and then enumerating the computational challenges the system must overcome in achieving the mapping, and constraints on how it does so (How quickly are particular words processed? What kinds of errors do listeners make?). With a sufficiently large body of results of this sort in hand, one can begin to construct algorithmic ("software") level theories specifying cognitive mechanisms that could achieve the observed mapping. This sets the stage for competition among algorithmic theories, as theories generate experimentally testable predictions that go beyond the phenomena that have been observed so far, and the knowledge base and level of detail about the input-output mapping grows. Thus, as algorithmic theories are posited and tested, the computational theory—the mapping that any algorithmic theory must account for—becomes more detailed and refined.

We will use an even more abstract lens—Kuhn's (1962) three phases of scientific paradigms—to present our view of the literature and history of spoken word recognition: paradigm, where basic facts are enumerated and preliminary, incomplete theories begin to point the way to a theoretical consensus; normal science, where theories drift toward consensus in response to an ever-growing corpus of empirical details, but eventually anomalous findings that cannot be accommodated by extant theories push the paradigm toward a crisis; and revolutionary science, where a new paradigm arises from insights that allow for a new theoretical perspective that accommodates the anomalies (a classic example from Kuhn is Galileo's insight that friction can explain why terrestrial objects in motion stop without some force pushing them, rather than this being an intrinsic natural property of objects, which paved the way for a paradigm shift to Copernican cosmology). With this framework in mind, we will next present a selective and not purely chronological review of the spoken word recognition literature in the three phases of foundational, paradigmatic, and revolutionary consensus (the initial computational-level facts on which spoken word recognition researchers agree); the progression to an initial phase of normal science, where models and measures of the time course of processing pushed theory development; and finally, where we find ourselves today—(hopefully) late in a period of normal science, with a growing body of anomalous findings that cannot be easily fit into current theories. We will conclude the chapter with a discussion of what we view as the most pressing crises, and possible avenues to a revolution. These include grappling with the actual speech signal, integration of word-level processing with the next of language understanding, development throughout the life span, and neurobiological constraints on algorithmic theories.

Basic Science Phase: Foundations of a Computational Theory of Spoken Word Recognition

To set the stage for our review of foundational empirical results, the basic facts on which all theories of spoken word recognition agree are summarized in Table 27.1.* These basic facts were discovered in the middle- to late-1980s as the essential technologies, methods, and theoretical framework emerged. These developments, namely the advent of chonomic (i.e., precise reaction time) experimental methods, digital speech analysis and manipulation methods, and the development of theories of
Table 27.1 Basic, Agreed-Upon Facts About Spoken Word Recognition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spoken Word Recognition Is...</th>
<th>Details, Implications, Challenges, Etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>As a word is being heard, that is, as soon as the initial sound is heard:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Multiple words are activated in parallel in memory,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• With strength proportional to their similarity (both phonetic and semantic) to the input and prior probability (frequency of occurrence and, to a lesser degree, fit to lexical, sentential, or other contextual constraints); and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Activated words compete for recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>• Coarticulation: sound patterns corresponding to phonological categories such as consonants and vowels are constellations of temporally overlapping (but not necessarily coincident) buzzes, chirps, and frications that must be bound together to map onto phonological categories,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Phoneme segmentation problem: phonemes overlap in time and there are no invariant boundary cues*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lexical segmentation problem: there are no invariant cues to word boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Embedding problem: segmentation must not lead to &quot;recognition&quot; of embedded words (e.g., when hearing &quot;window,&quot; the system should recognize just that word, and not &quot;w in, wind, in, or doug&quot;). This is potentially a very large problem; McQueen et al. (1995) estimate that 84% of English polysyllabic words contain at least one embedded word.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interactive Spoken word recognition influences performance on speech perception tasks and is influenced by semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic context.

cognitive psychology, still form the core of spoken word recognition research. Next, we will unpack this consensus, beginning by focusing on phonological form, introducing some of the "basic," "incomplete" theories of the preparadigm phase, and eventually turning to meaning and context.

First, we can intuit the necessity of spoken word recognition being sequential from the segmentation problem: Despite our subjective impression that words "pop out" from continuous speech, there are in fact no perfectly reliable cues to word boundaries (Aslin, Woodward, LaMendola, & Bever, 1996; Cole & Jaklin, 1980; Lehiste, 1970); indeed, as we have already reviewed briefly, there are no such things as phoneme boundaries (see Chapter 26, this volume). (To refute your subjective impression that there are breaks between words when listening to a language you know, try discerning word boundaries when listening to someone speak an unfamiliar language.) The absence of robust acoustic boundary cues makes it impossible, for example, for spoken word recognition to depend on a process that buffers the acoustic input until a boundary is detected, and then performs recognition on the entire word form in parallel.

Sequential processing can also be inferred from behavior. The first-time-course-method devised to study spoken word recognition was the gating task (Grosjean, 1980). In gating, a small portion of the onset of a word—the first "gate"—is presented, and the subject is asked for the most likely completion. Then, the second gate—a slightly longer portion of the word, beginning from word onset—is presented, and the subject guesses at a completion. This continues with successively longer gates until the entire word is presented. Recognition is operationalized as the gate by which the correct word is always given. Even at the first gate, participants are able to offer completions. As more of the word is presented, the number of completions offered decreases, in a fashion consistent with the phonemes heard so far. Given /l/ as the first gate, participants provide completions that begin with /l/. If the second gate provides strong evidence that the second phoneme is /l/, the completions narrow to words beginning with /l/. Gating reveals many additional details about word recognition. For example, word frequency is an important predictor of completion probability (e.g., given /bad/, bat is a more likely response than bato). Gating results also suggest that words are often recognized before they have been fully heard; that is, high identification accuracy is often possible before the entire word is presented. This recognition point is highly correlated with the uniqueness point—the phoneme at which there is only one possible (uninflected) completion of a word, such as the /h/ sound in elephant. In some cases, though, the recognition point can even precede the uniqueness point (e.g., when one possible completion is much more probable due to word frequency). Thus, gating suggests that lexical activation is incremental (people are able to provide highly likely completions that are consistent with the gated input), that multiple words are activated (given the variety of completions offered), and that word onsets are crucial keys to accessing lexical items—subjects virtually never provide a completion that mismatches with the initial sounds in the gate (e.g., given /ba/, subjects do not suggest cat as a completion).

So far we have support for (a) sequential/incremental/continuous processing beginning from word onset, (b) multiple activation, and (c) roles for similarity and prior probability (frequency). However, the gating task is rather unusual, and one could argue that it bears little similarity to word recognition "in the wild," and may be instead a game subject to various strategies. Converging evidence, though, comes from tasks like lexical decision and naming. In a lexical decision task, you hear a spoken word (ball) or a spoken nonword (bali), and press a button to indicate whether what you heard was a word. In naming (sometimes called shadowing or repetition), you hear a word and repeat it as quickly as you can. In tasks like these, response latencies decline and/or accuracy increases (especially when the speech signal is degraded or noise is added) with word frequency (e.g., Luce, 1986; Luce & Pisoni, 1998). These measures also provide evidence for activation of and competition among multiple words, as reaction times increase and/or accuracy declines with the number of words in the lexicon that are phonologically similar to a target word.

It is more challenging to detect the sequential nature of processing with tasks like lexical decision and naming. They provide a single, presumably postperceptual measure, and like gating, arguably have little connection to word recognition outside the laboratory. Furthermore, lexical decision has the potential to index something other than the actual recognition of a target word; for example, one might achieve high accuracy just from responding based on a sense of familiarity, or based on the summed activation of multiple words, before one has truly identified the word (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Rogers, Lambon Ralph, Hodges, & Patterson, 2004). The coordination of perception and production required by the naming task might direct attention to different details of the signal than a situation where there is no need to repeat a word as you hear it.

However, an extremely clever variant of lexical decision, the cross-modal semantic priming paradigm, provides converging evidence for other details from the gating task. The paradigm exploits the phenomenon of semantic priming (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971), where hearing or seeing a related word appears to preactivate or prime semantically related words (e.g., you are faster to recognize doctor if it is preceded by nurse than if it is preceded by sandwich). In cross-modal priming, your task is to perform lexical decision on visually presented letter strings, which are interspersed with auditory stimuli (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserloof, 1989). This allows experimenters to look for semantic or other effects between the spoken and written words. In fact, the paradigm might be better called "cross-modal, phonologically mediated semantic priming." Rather than looking for direct competition between the spoken prime and visual target, Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserloof (1989) predicted that if a spoken word (e.g., castle) activates a cohort of words with similar onsets (candy, coin, etc.) to a significant degree, those words should spread detectable activation to semantic relatives (sweet, lag, etc.). If instead word onsets are not crucial, other highly similar words should also be in the competition cohort (and so castle should activate base, which should prime bother). The former predictions were borne out: Priming was found for pairs like castle-sweet, but not pairs like castle-bother (even when word frequency and other factors were controlled). It is important to note that these results also imply that the set of activated words includes items that are semantically related to words that are phonologically consistent with the spoken input. However, the ramifications of this implication are mostly ignored by models of spoken word recognition—but points to which we will return at the end of this section and in the next section.

Marslen-Wilson and colleagues took the gating and priming results to rather transparently reflect the workings of human spoken word recognition and proposed the Cohort Theory of spoken word recognition (Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978); because their definition of the competition cohort was based on onset overlap, "cohort" has become a synonym for onset competitor.) One of their key insights was that the apparent complication of sequential input actually provides a basis for understanding not just isolated word recognition but also how the system might address the embedding and segmentation problems in isolated words and word sequences.
They proposed a mechanism that at utterance onset begins activating all words consistent with the input. Given the input /bə/ all /bə/-initial words receive modest activation. As the input continues to /bə/, all /bə/-initial words receive more activation, and all /bə/-initial words that do not continue to /bə/ are removed from the activation cohort (or begin to be inhibited). This continues as more input comes in. If only a single word is uttered, the latest point at which the word will be recognized is after the final phoneme is heard. However, the word can be very strongly activated prior to word offset as the cohort decreases in size. In the extreme case that a single word remains in the cohort prior to word offset (e.g., /bənnist*ni/ - banister, which becomes unique at /bə/), uniqueness point effects are predicted. The original version of the model was interactive. It allowed context to activate words so strongly they could be recognized significantly earlier than their uniqueness points. The model was revised (Marsh-Wilson, 1987, 1989) with strong bottom-up priority—making initial processing autonomous, to avoid the problem that words unexpected in a context can still be clearly recognized (e.g., the system should not recognize nice instead of knife given he cut the bread with a nice switchblade). In the next section, we will discuss how these difficulties with interaction can be avoided when one does not assume there is actually an instant of definitive recognition (the so-called "magical moment"; Balota, 1990), rather than flux in the relative activations of lexical representations. In the case of a sequence of words, phoneme-by-phoneme winnowing of the cohort provides a potential solution to the segmentation problem (the absence of reliable bottom-up cues to word boundaries). For example, if the utterance is far is /bən/ (ban), and the next sound is /l/ (ly, as in banished or banister), a word boundary cannot be posited. Even though ban is a word, longer words beginning with that string remain in the cohort (set of activated words). If instead the next sound is /l/, a word boundary must be posited, because there are no words that begin ban. In some cases, a boundary must be posited at an earlier position. For example, if the input has so far been /bən(ə)l/ (ban-it) and the next sound is /l/ (as in the word sequence ban if), a boundary must be posited before the /l/. This algorithm also provides an explanation for how the embedding problem might be handled. In the case of banister, ban is not recognized because longer words remain in the cohort when /bə/ has been heard. Thus, segmentation and handling of embeddings emerge from a simple parsing mechanism motivated by the need to handle sequential input and result in a very specific similarity metric, that is, the basis for including a word in the activation set. In the case of the Cohort Model, the similarity metric is roughly that two words will compete strongly if they overlap in the first one or two phonemes (Marsh-Wilson, 1987).

But this is where we encounter our first bias for debate about the basic empirical facts for form activation. We cited work by Luce and colleagues earlier in support of the basic fact that recognition facility (speed and accuracy) increases with word frequency and decreases with competitor set size (Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce, 1986; Luce & Pisoni, 1998). While one obtains the same results manipulating the size of the onset cohort (e.g., Zhang, Raddall, Stavriakas, Marsh-Wilson, & Tyler, 2011), Luce and colleagues tested a very different similarity metric. This metric, known as neighborhood density, was motivated by the observation that the Cohort Model must assume virtually noise-free input to work as we have just described it (otherwise, the cohort cannot be winnowed accurately, but in the real world, speech is often heard in noisy contexts. So they devised a more forgiving metric that assumes less input certainty and so greater confusability. Extending some previous notions of structure in the auditory lexicon (Greenberg & Jenkins, 1964; Landauer & Streeter, 1973), they proposed what is now called the "DAS" similarity metric: Two words are considered neighbors (and likely to activate each other) if they differ by no more than one phonemic deletion (D), addition (A), or substitution (S). As they predicted, the more neighbors a word has, the more slowly and/or inaccurately it is processed. This is consistent with the notion that neighbors are activated and compete for recognition, and further evidence for competition comes from the result that the neighborhood effects are amplified by neighbor frequency: if two words are matched in frequency and number of neighbors, but the mean frequency of one word's neighbors is higher, that word will be harder to process (Luce & Pisoni, 1998).

This leads to a very different conception of the competitor set compared to Cohort. The word cat, for example, has the deletion neighbor at, addition neighbors art and cut, and substitution neighbors like bat, cot, and can. Many items that would be in the Cohort competitor set are excluded: monosyllables like camp and bark, and many longer words (cabinet, cabbie, caddy, calcium, candy, catalog, etc.). Thus, this metric conflicts with the Cohort metric by including words that mismatch at onset, and by excluding many words for which Marsh-Wilson and colleagues reported robust competition effects. Luce and Pisoni gloss over the apparently problematic items by maintaining their focus on nonmonosyllabic words, acknowledging that aspects of Cohort theory may need to be integrated into their similarity metric later to handle longer words.

Luce and colleagues also showed that the DAS rule can be improved by using a graded similarity metric. Instead of counting complete matches or mismatches, you calculate pairwise similarity between words phoneme-by-phoneme. Luce and colleagues have done this by using actual confusion probabilities measured when speech was presented in noise, but one could also use a metric based on similarity in phonetic features. While this approach provides a modicum of greater precision, Luce and colleagues have reported that the DAS rule works nearly as well, with one important exception: The graded similarity approach predicts inhibitory priming between words that are highly similar at every position but do not overlap in even a single phoneme, such as eer and bool (these examples differ from each other by a single phonetic feature at each phoneme; see Luce, Golding, Auer, & Vitevitch, 2000, for priming results supporting this prediction).

Luce and colleagues proposed a model based on their results: the Neighborhood Activation Model (NAM). NAM does not address the time course of processing—and so is mute on questions of incrementality—focusing instead on multiple, parallel activation and competition. NAM models an assumed final stage of spoken word recognition where acoustic-phonetic detectors have accumulated activation from bottom-up input, which they combine with lexical knowledge, such as word frequencies. Decision unit activations are assumed to be proportional to frequency-weighted neighborhood probability; here is our slightly streamlined version of the FWNP:

\[ \text{FWNP} = \frac{f_i S_i}{\sum f_j S_j} \]  

Thus, the FWNP for target word \( w \) is the ratio of \( f_i \) where \( f_i \) is \( w \)'s log frequency, and \( S_i \) is \( w \)'s similarity to an utterance of \( i \) (which is not necessarily 1.0, as one might confuse the /l/ of bat with /dl/, for example), to the sum of the similarity to \( i \) of every word, \( w \), in the lexicon (\( S_j \)), weighted by its log frequency (\( f_j \)). We can simplify further if we base similarity on the DAS rule: now a word is either a neighbor or it is not, because it either meets the 1-phoneme difference threshold or it does not. Since \( r \) will be 1 for all neighbors and 0 for every other word, we drop it, leaving the ratio of \( w \)'s log frequency to the sum of all its neighbors' log frequencies (Equation 2, where \( w \) has been replaced by \( i \) in the denominator, as the summation is now over all neighbors, not all words). Because \( r \) will be included in the denominator, since it is a neighbor of itself, we can think of this as representing the proportion of the frequency weight of its own neighborhood that a word contributes.

\[ \text{FWNP}_{\text{DAS}} = \frac{f_i}{\sum f_j} \]  

This compact, elegant equation (essentially a simplified variant of the R. D. Luce [1959] choice rule) simultaneously represents the core theoretical stance of NAM and provides a crucial methodological tool—studies of spoken word recognition routinely use Equation 2 to control neighborhood (or at least control the raw neighbor counts). Thus, decision unit activations are assumed to be proportional to FWNP, and human behavior is predicted to be proportional to decision unit activations, such that the higher the FWNP for a word, the faster and/or more accurately it should be recognized. The FWNP has largely been tested in the aggregate, with factorial manipulations of FWNP or number of neighbors or with regressions examining how well the FWNP predicts recognition facility for a large number of words (Luce & Pisoni, 1998), as opposed to the typical approach in testing the Cohort model—assessing priming of specific words or enumerating gating complexities for specific words. In regression analyses, FWNP accounts for approximately 15% of the variance beyond the 5% accounted for by word frequency alone. We will have to say more about these competing visions of the competitor set in the next section.

Now let's consider evidence for contextual constraints on spoken word recognition. The question is whether semantic, sentential, or other contextual information interacts directly with the bottom-up mapping of sublexical information to lexical representations, or if bottom-up lexical activation is initially autonomous—protected from context, which is integrated at a later stage. Frauenfelder and Tyler (1987) made a useful distinction between structural and nonstructural context. Nonstructural context is like word-to-word priming; it does not cross levels of hierarchical organization. If we assume that
performance in phoneme tasks could also arise post-perceptually. We will discuss this possibility later; for now, the important thing to note is that theories of speech perception must provide some account of these top-down effects.

The issues we have reviewed have emerged as the primary questions theories of spoken word recognition address—that is, as the boundaries of spoken word recognition theories. In particular, research in the latter half of the 20th century established a framework that assumes that phonemic input activates multiple words in parallel as a function of similarity and prior probability, and activated words compete for recognition. In the next section, we discuss how research over the last couple of decades has filled in many details about these questions, but has also begun to strain at these borders.

The Normal Science Phase: An Emerging Consensus

Here is where this review departs from chronology to discuss the normal science phase of contemporary research on spoken word recognition. "Normal science" is what Kuhn (1962) calls the "puzzle-solving" or filling-in period, as (and after) a consensus on a paradigm emerges. To mix Kuhn and Marr, this is the consensus on Marr's (1982) computational level theory and agreement on the sorts of experimental methods and measures that provide valid evidence (the most common experimental tasks, along with their advantages and disadvantages are summarized in Table 27.2). On our view, the best way to get a sense of the current paradigm is by walking through the details of the TRACE model of speech perception and spoken word recognition (McClelland & Elman, 1986). This is not to say that TRACE is the consensus. However, there is substantial agreement that the functions TRACE provides—for example, activation of representations at multiple levels (phonemes, words), inhibition providing the means for competition among activated representations—are needed, even if there is disagreement (and occasional fractious debate) about the best ways to "wire up" those functions (e.g., What is the best similarity metric for predicting what words will be coactive? Is lexical competition better modeled by lateral inhibition between words or bottom-up activation from phonemes to words? Should we allow feedback between levels of representation in language processing, or does information flow only in a bottom-up direction?). Most crucially, TRACE ushered in a new level of detail in predictions about not just recognition time but also

### Table 27.2 Common Paradigms for Studying Spoken Word Recognition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexical decision: Nonwords (e.g., &quot;plat&quot;) are mixed with words, and participants press a button indicating YES for words and another indicating NO for nonwords (an alternative &quot;go/no-go&quot; version asks participants to press a button for words and withhold a response for nonwords, or vice versa)</td>
<td>Direct measure of recognition: processing entire word form is required</td>
<td>Slow: Participants need more time for each trial, so they can complete fewer trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naming (also called Shadowing or repetition): Participants hear a word and repeat it as quickly as possible (alternative: participants report what word they heard by typing it into a computer keyboard).</td>
<td>Requires access to lexical semantic knowledge</td>
<td>Semantic variables may complicate results (e.g., edible plants such as &quot;tomato&quot; are somewhat ambiguous with regard to their status as living things—when it is on the plant it is living, when it is on the plate it is not)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic judgments: Participants indicate whether some semantic property (living thing vs. artifact, something you can touch, etc.) is true of the concept named by the spoken word.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word-to-picture matching: Participants indicate which of several pictures matches a spoken word.</td>
<td>Requires semantic access</td>
<td>Limited to words that refer to pictureable objects or actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priming: Using any of the above tasks, test processing of a word when the preceding word is related on some dimension compared to when it is unrelated. Variants:</td>
<td>Naturalistic (does not require meta-linguistic judgments)</td>
<td>Reaching movements can make RTs noisy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be combined with eye- or hand-tracking to measure the time course of spoken word recognition</td>
<td>Sensitive to number of alternatives and their similarities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lexical decision:**
- Correct responses do not require full word recognition, but just a relative sense of familiarity or partial activation of multiple words
- RT on critical word stimulus is sensitive to design of nonword filler items

**Naming:**
- Direct measure of recognition: processing entire word form is required
- Slow: Participants need more time for each trial, so they can complete fewer trials
- Does not guarantee deep (e.g., semantic-level) processing
- Accuracy requires coding the responses, which can be time consuming and ambiguous (e.g., should mispronunciations/mistypings count as correct or incorrect responses?)

**Semantic judgments:**
- Requires access to lexical semantic knowledge
- Semantic variables may complicate results (e.g., edible plants such as "tomato" are somewhat ambiguous with regard to their status as living things—when it is on the plant it is living, when it is on the plate it is not)

**Word-to-picture matching:**
- Requires semantic access
- Naturalistic (does not require meta-linguistic judgments)
- Can be combined with eye- or hand-tracking to measure the time course of spoken word recognition

**Priming:**
- Can be positive (facilitatory—related prime causes better performance) or negative (inhibitory—related prime causes worse performance), and the literature is rife with conflicting positive and negative priming effects
- Phonological and semantic priming are susceptible to bias and strategy (e.g., semantic proportions in phoneme trials; see Luce et al., 2006, for the relative susceptibility of phonological vs. semantic priming)
the subphonemic time course of lexical activation and competition. In this section, we will begin with a description of TRACE and the motivation for its architecture and processing components. This sets the stage for debates about the specific mechanisms a model should employ, and the advent of experimental methods that provided time course measures comparable to the time course predictions of models like TRACE. Time course modeling and measures brought about a period of intense research aimed at filling in fine-grained details in the corpus of empirical knowledge (which continues today). In the section following this one, we will argue that current debates are really a matter of fine-tuning the consensus on how one might model the actor upon computational theory (that phonemic input activates multiple words in parallel as a function of similarity and prior probability, and activated words compete for recognition)—especially when compared with emerging crises of empirical facts that cannot be accommodated in current theory, a harbinger of a scientific revolution, according to Kuhn (1962).

**TRACE and the Time Course of Word Recognition**

**THE TRACE MODEL OF SPEECH PERCEPTION AND SPOKEN WORD RECOGNITION**

Let's walk through how the TRACE model implements the core theoretical consensus (along with some debatable details). TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986; McClelland, 1991) was inspired by the Cohort model, but the competition dynamics of the interactive activation framework (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) were substituted for bottom-up inhibition (inhibiting words that do not include a perceived phoneme) and for the notion of an explicit segmentation tracking device. Recall that in Cohort, the system tracks possible completion of words given the input so far; a word boundary is detected when the input so far corresponds to a word and the following segment cannot be added to it. In TRACE, competition and segmentation are emergent properties; there is no explicit tracking of word boundaries. Figure 27.1 shows how this works. On the left, we show a conceptual schematic of the interactive activation framework as it is implemented in TRACE. "Pseudo-spectral" inputs (shown in the center of the figure) activate feature detectors nodes, which activate phonemes that contain them. Phonemes send activation forward to words that contain them. Words send feedback to phonemes that they contain. Competition comes from lateral inhibition within the phoneme and word levels. Inhibition among activated units usually leads one node at each level to dominate (achieve the highest activation) for some period of time. Activations wax and wane as a function of bottom-up input, lateral inhibition, and top-down feedback, as the set of strongly activated words changes gradually over time. When a sequence of words is presented, there is nothing inherent in the model that corresponds to a discrete, "magical moment" (Bolota, 1990) of word recognition for each word; instead, as the input unfolds, the lexical nodes for the presented words briefly dominate the lexical level in series. To make explicit comparisons with a specific task, such as lexical decision, one must construct a linking hypothesis between the behavior of the model and measures of human performance, such as reaction times (see Magnuson, Mirmam, & Harris, 2012).

The actual architecture of TRACE is more complex than the conceptual schematic suggests. A problem that any implemented model of spoken word recognition must grapple with is temporal order. Many preceding theories side-stepped this problem; since they were not implemented, they simply stipulated that lexical representations would be sensitive to temporal order (the Cohort Model being a notable exception). Addressing this problem is crucial and very difficult, so it is instructive to walk through how TRACE handles it. If the network were really as simple as the conceptual schematic, it would have no way of telling /b/ from /f/ or even /k/; all three inputs would simultaneously activate all word nodes containing those three phonemes. What TRACE does is sketched in the rightmost panel of Figure 27.1. Rather than having a single node for the word bad, TRACE has many, each aligned with a different point in time. The same scheme applies at the phoneme level: There are /b/ nodes aligned at successive activation times. This provides the model with phonemic and lexical memory—the "trace" behind the model's name.

Consider the input in the center of Figure 27.1. The featural code corresponding to /b/ spreads from time 0 to time 11. There are /b/ nodes aligned with every time slice. So when the input is "heard" by the model, the input at slice 1 is fed to feature nodes aligned with slice 1, then the input at slice 2 is fed to aligned feature nodes, and so on. Feature nodes send activation forward to phoneme nodes aligned with them. Phoneme nodes in turn send activation forward to word nodes aligned with them. In Figure 27.1, connections between /b/ nodes at the right edge of the figure to a bad node are shown. Those /b/ nodes also have (mutually) inhibitory links with all other phoneme nodes that overlap with them in time. This last point is crucial, as it allows multiple phoneme nodes to become highly active; that is, a series of nodes that do not overlap in time can become highly activated since they do not inhibit each other. This allows the model to robustly represent temporal order, since each phoneme is associated not just with a featural code, but with that featural code linked to a particular point in time. For a word node to get robustly activated, the correct temporal series of phonemes must be activated. Just as this scheme allows a series of phonemes to become strongly activated, it also allows TRACE to "recognize" a series of words; nodes aligned with the points in time where the words occurred get activated and do not interfere with earlier and later words with which they do not overlap in time.

A common way for TRACE's behavior to be quantified is with a time course plot, as in Figure 27.2, where we use an example that illustrates how TRACE handles embedded word effects and differences it predicts in the time course of biases for short versus long words. On the left, the input is the word artist, on the right, it is art. We track activations of several words activated by this input. Note that there is an early short-word advantage apparent in both panels. We also see a late advantage for long words: Note how dramatically the activation for artist on the left becomes compared to that for art on the right. Finally, note as well that TRACE is handling the embedded word problem—artist eventually wins the competition on the left despite the fact that the entire patterns corresponding to art and are have been encountered. The early short-word advantage and late long-word advantage are particularly interesting because Pitt and Samuel (2006) reported evidence for both.

Let's walk through how TRACE does this. The easiest piece of this to understand is the basis for the late advantage for long words: Long words simply accrue more bottom-up activation than short words—the more phonemes there are in a word, the more feedforward activation it will receive. There is a flip side to this advantage, though: Because word nodes receive inhibition from word nodes with which they overlap in time, longer words have more "inhibition sites" than shorter words (that is, they simply overlap temporally with more word nodes because they extend further in time), which puts them at a disadvantage compared to shorter words. Even the tiny bit of bottom-up activation that nodes send when they do not have strong similarity to the input can have a large effect. In the case of embeddings, the fact that artist receives more bottom-up input allows it to eventually overcome the activations of embedded words because it can send them more inhibition than they can send to it.

The aspect of TRACE that is conceptually difficult is understanding where the activations in a time course plot come from. This is illustrated in the upper panels of Figure 27.3, which also illustrates
what word "segmentation" looks like in TRACE. The figure shows what happens as the series of words boy pats dog (haipatsdag) has been presented to the network. The "floating" phonemes, for example, have a specific "temporal alignment" - a slice of the model's memory "trace." As time goes by, phonemes (and words) at particular alignments become more or less active as a function of their current and earlier bottom-up support, top-down support (lexical feedback to phonemes), and inhibition from other nodes at the same level. You can also see that the network is successfully inhibiting the word, pat, which is embedded in pats, and the word stack, which is highly similar to the string of phonemes straddling the second word boundary, /sdag/. The bottom panel of Figure 27.3 shows the corresponding lexical time course plot, where the maximally active nodes for a set of words of interest are plotted.

**Figure 27.2** Embedded word and word length effects in TRACE. TRACE phonemic inputs are shown in the lower left of each panel, aligned with the cycle at which they were presented. TRACE's handling of embedded words can be seen on the left, where ariss wins out over even the fully embedded word, art. The early short-word bias can also be seen on the left, where the activations of art and art rise more quickly than that of ariss. This can also be seen by comparing how quickly artt rises in the left panel (bottom activation of 0.5 at cycle 30) and how quickly artt rises in the right panel (bottom activation of 0.3 around cycle 27). The late advantage for long words can be seen in comparing the peak target activations on the left and right.

**THE TIME COURSE OF COMPETITION**

The competition dynamics of TRACE also shed light on the competitor set disagreements between the Cohort and Neighborhood Activation models (reviewed earlier). Cohort predicts that words overlapping at onset will activate one another, even if they are of different length, and that activation of words mismatching at onset will be negligible, even if overall (global) similarity is high. NAM ignores onsets and instead posits that global similarity is what matters, predicting that words will compete if they differ by no more than one phoneme. TRACE predicts something in between the two and offers a resolution to this debate. The left panel of Figure 27.4 shows simulations from Allopenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus (1998), who examined what TRACE predicts for a target word, brother, a cohort competitor, beetle, a rhyme, speaker, and an unrelated word, carriage (the figure actually averages over several item sets, and an analog to the carrier phrase, "click on the..." was presented prior to the target word; also, to conform to the way Allopenna et al. presented simulations, activations less than zero are plotted as zero). As the input unfolds, the target and cohort activate together since they are consistent with the bottom-up input, hib'. Once the input begins to favor the target (once the ib' is presented for brother), the activation of cohort items begins to drop off both because of the bottom-up /sdag/ support but also because the target is able to inhibit them. Simultaneously, the input has become more similar to the rhyme (speaker), and it becomes much more activated than the unrelated comparison item. However, its peak activation remains substantially below that of cohort items—despite its overall greater similarity to the input (in the example set, the rhyme overlaps in four phonemes with the target, but the cohort only overlaps in two). This is because it is inhibited not just by the already-activated target but also by the cohort items. Thus, the "head start" that the onset overlap affords to cohort items turns into a significant activation advantage compared to rhymes. But how do these time course predictions correspond to human performance?

**Figure 27.3a** Activations over time in TRACE. (Left) Snapshots of phoneme (middle) and word (top) activations just as the (g') in / haiipatsdag/ ("boy pats dog"); note that we are transcribing with phonemes from TRACE's limited inventory rather than accurate English phonemic transcription) has been presented (cycle 72, corresponding to temporal alignment 24). (Right) Snapshots slightly later (cycle 78, alignment 26). Note the multiple /h/ activations at the left side of the phoneme plots. These show the activations of /h/ nodes aligned with different time slices. The word activations make clear that there is not a magical moment of word recognition in TRACE; rather, there is a shift in the relative activation of word units aligned with different portions of the temporal memory "trace." Note, for example, how the dog (/dag/) node emerges as the late time course "winner" over just the few time steps between the left and right graphs. The plots also illustrate that TRACE solves the lexical embedding problem (pats wins over PAT). The bottom panel presents a conventional activation time-course plot. Here, each word is represented by the activation of one node—the node for that word that had the highest activation. Note, for example, that activation of boy persists, overlapping with high activation of the following words. This does not mean that the model is simulating "hearing" these simultaneously. In the top panel, we can see that the boy node we are tracking is aligned with temporal slice 2, which corresponds to processing cycle 6, while the maximally activated (and therefore tracked) node for pats aligns with temporal slice 8/processing cycle 24, and the tracked node for dag is at slice 16/cycle 68. This illustrates how TRACE maintains an active memory of what words have been presented over time; word activations tracked here are linked to specific instances in memory, such that the tracked activation for boy indicates not just that boy is active, but that it occurred at a specific time (position, really) in memory. Plots were generated using TRACE (Straus, Harris, & Magnuson, 2007).

The other panels of Figure 27.4 illustrate how the Allopenna et al. tested these predictions, using the then new "visual word paradigm" (Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). Subjects saw displays like the one in the center panel (there were also filler trials where all items were
unrelated). Subjects heard a verbal instruction to pick up one of the items and place it relative to one of the shapes on the screen. Allopenna et al. tracked point of gaze using a head-mounted eye tracker as subjects did this. Starting from the onset of a target word, such as *beaker* in the instruction "pick up the beaker," they plotted the mean proportion of fixations to each of the four items at each time step (right panel, Fig. 27.4), which looked remarkably similar to the TRACE predictions (indeed, see Allopenna et al., 1998 for a simple linking hypothesis that transforms raw activations using a variant of the R. D. Luce [1959] choice rule into response probabilities that are virtually indistinguishable from the observed data). Let's examine some essential details.

First, it's important to understand where the fixation proportions plotted over time come from. On a single trial, "proportions" can only be 1 or 0 for any object at any instant—a subject can only fixate one item at a time. On typical trials, subjects only made 1.5 fixations in the Allopenna et al. study. So a subject might look at the cohort item 250 ms after word onset, and at the target 350 ms after word onset. For that trial, the data would be 1.0 for the central fixation cross and 0.0 for everything else from word onset to 250 ms, 1.0 for the cohort and 0.0 for everything else from 250–350 ms, and 1.0 for the target and 0.0 for everything else from 350 ms until the end of the trial. Trials for each condition are averaged within participants, and then participant means are averaged to arrive at plots like the one in Figure 27.4. Then, the same sorts of statistical approaches that are used for other kinds of psychological data can be applied (e.g., ANOVA; but see Barr, 2008 and Mirman, Dixon, & Magnuson, 2008, for alternative approaches explicitly designed for assessing change over time). Second, when we look at the time course plots, we can see that changes in mean fixation proportions tended to lag behind phonetic details by about 200 ms. Given that it takes approximately 150 ms to plan and launch an eye movement to a point of light in a darkened room (Fischer, 1992; Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993; Saslow, 1967) and that inter-saccade intervals are typically in the 200–300 ms range in similar tasks, such as visual search (Viviani, 1990), this lag was nearly as short as could theoretically be. Third, proportions of eye movements over time map onto phonetic similarity over time: Target and cohort looks increased in the early time course, and as the bottom-up input favored the target, fixation proportions to the cohort diminished. This is consistent with results from the gating task. Simultaneously, however, the input had become more similar to the rhyme, and the rhyme fixation proportion eventually exceeded that for the unrelated baseline item. Recall that rhymes are never offered as completions in the gating task, nor are they predicted to compete in the Cohort Model. Why might rhyme effects emerge in this task?

One possibility is that presenting rhymes in the visual display primes them. Allopenna et al., though, pointed out that fixation proportions map onto phonetic similarity over time—rhymes are not fixated until there is phonetic overlap between them and the input. However, this does not rule out priming; it could be that picture priming boosts the resting level of the rhyme’s lexical representation. Allopenna et al. also provided an empirical case for differences between tasks. In a second experiment, they combined the gating task with the visual word task. They presented gated auditory inputs with the same visual displays. Rhyme effects disappeared. Allopenna et al. (1998) argued that this demonstrated that the gating task emphasizes word onset, leading to overprediction of onset competitors compared to what happens when fluent speech is presented. A later study explicitly tested effects of displaying competitor pictures empirically and with computational modeling (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001), and the results suggested that displaying a competitor emphasizes competition effects slightly—but likely because the possibility of fixating the competitor when it is on the screen better reveals competition rather than amplifying it. Competition effects persisted when competitors were not displayed. Magnuson, Dixon, Tanenhaus, and Aslin (2007) found effects of frequency-weighted competitor counts (neighborhood and cohort densities, discussed later) even when no competitors were displayed at all.

Now with strong evidence that TRACE simulations of cohort and rhyme effects are largely borne out in time course measures with human subjects, let's return to the debate over the nature of the competitor set. Recall that many results support the Cohort Model (e.g., the absence of evidence for rhyme activation from cross-modal semantic priming), while others support NAM (the variance for recognition and naming data accounted for by the frequency-weighted neighborhood probability metric that includes many offset competitors). Think about what must happen for priming to be detected in the cross-modal semantic priming paradigm. A target like *beaker* must activate a competitor like *beetle* strongly enough that activation spreads to the competitor's semantic associates (like *insect*). If rhymes are activated later and less strongly than cohorts, less activation will spread to their semantic associates, making it difficult to detect priming. By combining the gating and visual world paradigm, Allopenna et al.'s (1998) second experiment suggests that the failure to find evidence of rhyme activation in gating may be an artifact of repeated presentation of onsets in gating, which boosts activation of onset competitors. Thus, it appears that including items that mismatch at onset in the competitor set, as in the NAM, is justified.

However, the NAM is clearly incorrect in excluding onset competitors that mismatch in multiple phonemes (e.g., it would exclude *beetle* from *beaker* neighborhood), and in treating neighbors as equivalent competitors no matter where (when) they differ from a target; clearly, onset competitors need to be weighted more heavily. A study by Magnuson et al. (2007) suggests that the temporal distribution of phonetic similarity has complex impacts on the time course of lexical activation and competition that may be difficult to capture in a revised NAM metric. Magnuson et al. (2007) attempted to examine the relative contributions of cohort and neighbor definitions by factorially manipulating word frequency, frequency-weighted neighborhood probability, and
frequency-weighted cohort probability. That is, they tested words that were high or low frequency, had low or high neighborhood probability, and low or high cohort probability. Neighborhood probability was estimated by the ratio of a word's log frequency to the summed log frequency of all of its neighbors using the NAM 1-phoneme difference definition. Cohort probability was estimated the same way, with cohorts defined as words overlapping in at least the first two phonemes, with no limit on how many subsequent phonemes could differ. Magnuson et al. used the visual world paradigm, presenting target pictures among pictures of three phonologically and semantically unrelated items. They found clear effects of word frequency (high-frequency targets were fixated more quickly than low-frequency targets) and cohort density (low-cohort targets were fixated more quickly than high-cohort targets). The results for neighborhood were more complex. There was an unexpected early advantage for high-neighborhood density items, followed by the expected low-neighborhood advantage. This led Magnuson et al. to more carefully examine the makeup of their items' neighborhoods. Although the low- and high-neighborhood items were matched on cohort density (that is, the ratio of the target's frequency to the summed frequencies of its cohorts), it turned out that a larger proportion of low-neighborhood items' neighbors were also cohorts. This explained the early disadvantage for low-neighborhood items: Their neighborhoods were “front-loaded.” If we consider phonetic overlap between targets and competitors phoneme-by-phoneme, the point of greatest phonetic overlap—and therefore greatest moment of competition—in the low neighborhoods was shifted toward word onset.

THE TIME COURSE OF WORD FREQUENCY EFFECTS

Other experiments comparing the predictions of the TRACE model with time course estimates from the visual world paradigm have revealed that the time course predictions of TRACE are surprisingly robust and very much illustrate the “puzzle solving” of normal science. One example is the temporal locus of frequency effects. Word frequency (frequency of usage) has long been known to influence word recognition, with higher frequency associated with faster and more accurate recognition performance (e.g., Howes & Solomon, 1951; Luce & Pisoni, 1998; Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Some cross-modal priming studies suggested that frequency seemed to have an early, transient effect (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Zwitserlood, 1989). For example, in presenting the word captain, one can test for priming of semantic associates of captain and its lower frequency onset competitor, captive. Stronger priming is found for visually presented associates of higher frequency items (for this example, more priming is found for ship than guard), but only when the visual probe is presented as the word is being heard. McQueen (1991) also found larger frequency effects in fast responses in a phoneme decision task than in slow responses—again, suggesting frequency has an early influence. Conneau, Titone, and Wang (1993) employed an ingenious method for assessing temporal locus from single-response method. They used the Fox Effect (Fox, 1984), in which participants identify the initial consonant of tokens drawn from a continuum between two words (e.g., best-test). Fox found that if one endpoint has higher frequency, responses shift in its favor. Conneau et al. used this method but manipulated whether a block of trials was biased toward high-frequency words, low-frequency words, or was balanced (mixed). In the low-frequency list, for example, ambiguous tokens from low-high frequency pairs (e.g., pet-best) were presented, as was the low-frequency endpoint (e.g., pet). The prediction was that if frequency were an integral part of the initial activation and perception of a word, this “extrinsic” frequency manipulation (that is, of the probability of low- or high-frequency words being heard) should not matter, and results should be similar whether items were blocked by frequency or mixed. However, they found that extrinsic frequency did matter—so much so that subjects exhibited a bias for low-frequency responses in low-frequency blocks. Their interpretation was that for subjects to be able to modulate attention to word frequency as a function of their extrinsic frequency manipulation, frequency must apply postperceptually, as a decision-stage bias. Dahani, Magnuson, and Tüenhaus (2001) explored this issue further by testing three implementations of frequency in the TRACE model: (1) making the resting-level activations of words proportional to word frequency, so that a higher frequency word would have a permanent head start; (2) making phoneme-word connections proportional to word frequency (so that the connection from /bl/ to bed would be stronger than the connection from /bl/ to bench), consistent with the idea that experience should tune connection strengths; and (3) as a postperceptual effect, where frequency is suddenly applied late in the processing of a word. The resting-level implementation predicts a constant frequency advantage that diminishes as a word is heard and bottom-up input disambiguates between competitors. The postperceptual bias predicts exactly the same thing, except with no frequency effect at all until the “magical moment” when frequency is applied, at which point it becomes identical to the resting-level simulation. The connection strength simulation predicts a constant effect of frequency, but one that is “gated” by the bottom-up input. That is, the connection strength basis for the frequency effect is the multiplication of the bottom-up signal strength by the frequency-weighted connection. When input is weak, the frequency difference is small. As the input becomes stronger, the difference between low- and high-frequency word units becomes much more robust. Then, as with the other implementations, the frequency effect declines as the bottom-up input disambiguates between high- and low-frequency alternatives. When Dahani and colleagues retested these predictions using the visual world paradigm, they found that fixation proportions over time were best modeled by the connection strength implementation: A constant effect of frequency was apparent in the fixation proportions, but it was subtle near word onset, became robust in response to the ambiguous portion of a word (compatible with both alternatives differing in frequency, e.g., be— with the alternatives bed and bench), and then disappeared once the full word had been heard.

As we mentioned before, our focus on the future of the TRACE model is just to illustrate functions that most current theories regard as necessary—which are the functions we have reviewed thus far. These are as follows: a degree of phonetic sensitivity in input representations (lp/ should be more similar to /bl/ than to /bl/ or /l/), a sublexical level of representation mediating the signal-lexical mapping, sensitivity to prior probability at the word level (frequency), the ability to segment a series of words without explicit word boundary markers, and the ability to handle embedded words (the latter two details are achieved through lateral inhibition at the word level, and through the redundancy of phoneme and word units over time). Next, let’s consider details where there continues to be debate.

Points of Disagreement

LATERAL INHIBITION

First, not all models agree that lateral inhibition at the phoneme level is required. The Cohort Model approach favors bottom-up inhibition, for example (Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994), and at least one study has argued that inhibition among phoneme units eliminates sensitivity to phonetic detail too quickly to account for behavioral recovery from “lexical-garden-path” (McMurray, Tüenhaus, & Aslin, 2009). Second, it is not clear that direct lateral inhibition between units is the best way to capture competitive dynamics. Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (1997, 2002) proposed that “emergent inhibition” among overlapping distributed lexical-semantic representations provides a better account (we discuss this account in more detail later).

WORD SEGMENTATION

Even models that agree that lateral inhibition is required at the word level do not buy into the TRACE strategy of reduplicating phoneme and word units to solve the segmentation problem. The Shortlist Model (Norris, 1994) rejects both unit reduplication and feedback. Instead, Shortlist proposes that as words are activated by their bottom-up fit to spoken input, “shortlists” of lateral inhibition networks are created where activated words compete for recognition. This does away with the need for reduplicated units with massive numbers of feedforward, feedback, and lateral inhibition connections (Hannagan, Magnuson, & Grainger, 2012, estimate that a TRACE implementation with a realistically sized lexicon of 20,000 words and a 2-second memory trace would require about 4 million nodes and 80 billion connections). However, Shortlist requires that there be an as-yet-unimplemented mechanism that could wire up the needed networks continuously as speech is heard, as well as an as-yet-unimplemented “lookup” network for finding shortlists reduplicated at each phoneme in the input, making the actual savings in terms of numbers of units and connections somewhat unclear. One particularly intriguing aspect of Shortlist is the use of stress information and the possible-word constraints (pressure on the model to arrive at parses that result in only a series of words, without leaving residual phonemes that could not form a word according to the phonotactics of English; for example, if apple were recognized on hearing fapple, this would leave s as “residue” that could not form a word, and indeed, listeners have more trouble noticing they have heard apple in that case than on hearing an item like suffapple, where parsing apple leaves a word-like remainder, suff; Norris, McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1997).
INTERACTIVITY

There is disagreement about the need for lexical sublexical feedback, which aficionados of spoken word recognition will recognize as one of the most visible debates in the field. Such feedback is a common feature of interactive activation models, and it is posited to have two beneficial properties: (1) it provides an implicit implementation of probabilistic phonotactics, with common sequences of phonemes receiving boosted activation via resonance from the many words that contain them; and (2) it makes the model robust against noise, whether external (literal noise in the case of speech) or internal. Note that feedback also crucially provides an explanation for top-down effects on speech perception, but these are side effects of a mechanism that makes the model more robust.

Norris, McQueen, and Cutler (2000) marshaled a comprehensive theoretical and empirical case against the need for feedback in word recognition. They claimed that logically, feedback could not improve recognition beyond the best performance possible with well-tuned feedforward connections, and that feedback would override bottom-up input to cause hallucinations. They then went on to demonstrate that the majority of top-down effects could be simulated without feedback in a new extension of the Shortlist model that they dubbed Merge. In Merge, phonemes feed to lexical nodes, and there is no lexical-phonemic feedback. To simulate, for example, lexical effects on phoneme decisions, Merge posits a set of postlexical phoneme decision units that receive input directly from phoneme input nodes and directly from lexical nodes. This allows phonemic and lexical information to be merged—thus accounting for lexical effects on phoneme decisions—but postperceptually, and without contaminating phonemic processing nodes with top-down input (i.e., avoiding hallucinations).

The argument that feedback does not do anything useful in TRACE was based on simulations by Frauenfelder and Pechters (1998) that tested a set of 21 words selected for other simulations. When this analysis was extended to about 900 words, nearly 75% of words were recognized more quickly with feedback on than off (Magnuson, Strauss, & Harris, 2005). Furthermore, Magnuson et al. (2005) tested the performance of the model as noise was added (recall that a primary motivation for feedback is protecting the model against noise effects) and found that feedback substantially preserved accuracy.

The hallucination argument is surprising in light of Figure 7 of the original TRACE paper (McClelland & Elman, 1986), which clearly shows that lexical feedback modulates phonemic activation but does not overwhelm bottom-up input (and so, for an input like *shigaree*, lexical feedback would boost activation of /sh/, but /sh/ would still be much more active than /ls/). Morris, McClelland, and Holt (2005) explored this issue more thoroughly, confirming that lexical feedback in TRACE could not overwhelm bottom-up input, but it could delay recognition of lexically inconsistent phonemes in some cases. Their behavioral experiments then confirmed that human listeners do indeed exhibit lexically induced delays in phoneme recognition in precisely the contexts predicted by TRACE. Furthermore, Morris, Bolger, Khatian, and McClelland (in press) demonstrated that it is trivially easy to balance feedforward and feedback gain to preclude hallucination, and they extended earlier arguments by Movellan and McClelland (2001) that interactive models such as TRACE implement optimal perceptual inference.

Most damaging for the Merge account, there appear to be "knock-on" or "indirect" effects of lexical activation on sublexical processing, which are only possible if lexical information is feeding back directly to sublexical levels during online processing. The first demonstration of such effects was lexically mediated compensation for coarticulation (Elman & McClelland, 1988; see also Magnuson, McCullough, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2003a; Samuel & Pitt, 2003), which has been disputed (McQueen, Juste, & Norris, 2009; Pitt & McQueen, 1998; see also the exchange between McQueen, 2003a, and Magnuson, McCullough, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2003b). However, there are at least two other such indirect effects: lexically induced selective adaptation (Samuel, 1997, 2001) and lexically guided tuning of speech perception (Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003; for a review see Samuel & Kraljevic, 2009). The latter of these is particularly important because it is less controversial (both camps agree it requires feedback, but they debate when feedback happens; Norris et al. argue that the learning signal is somehow stored in memory and applied later—"feedback for learning" rather than the online feedback in TRACE) and has opened new avenues for investigating the representation of speech sounds and the interplay between lexical and sublexical representations (more on this later).

For more detailed discussion of interactivity in speech perception and other cognitive and perceptual domains, see McClelland, Meriman, and Holt (2006), the exchange between McQueen, Norris, and Cutler (2006) and Meriman, McClelland, and Holt (2006), Meriman (2008), and Meriman et al. (in press). While our position on this topic is likely clear, we think it is fair to say that the preponderance of evidence supports interactive processing as a central principle across cognitive and perceptual domains, including spoken word recognition and speech perception. Convincing all parties will likely take substantially more empirical and computational work.

Moving Beyond the Limitations of the TRACE Model

It is essential that we keep TRACE's limitations in mind. TRACE achieves deep and broad coverage only of sound form recognition—not meaning—and it is a "hand-wired" model with fixed parameters set by the experimenter. Given that the goal of spoken word recognition is to support perception of a speaker's message, the absence of semantics and connections to sentence processing in TRACE and nearly all other models of spoken word recognition is a serious gap. And while an accurate model of average adult performance in word recognition is an invaluable tool, it can only be a waypoint in the quest to understand language comprehension, which eventually must include an account of development.

A handful of efforts have been made at addressing spoken word recognition in a developmental context with models of word learning using simple recurrent networks (Christiansen, Allen, & Seidenberg, 1998; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997, 1999; Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Dahan, 2003). Each of these has modeled some important aspects of word learning and word recognition, but the Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson Distributed Cohort Model stands out for tackling form and meaning simultaneously. The Distributed Cohort Model simulates several aspects of spoken word recognition (largely consistent with the earlier Cohort Model) and leads to some new puzzles for models of spoken word recognition to grapple with that would have been difficult to intuit without a working model that simultaneously activates form and meaning. For example, in the midst of phonological competition (e.g., between *captain* and *capitaine* when just the /kap/ portion has been odd), semantic representations will be in a rather bland form of the semantic features of the items in the phonologically activated competitor set. This has the potential to interact with phonological competition and to provide insights into how context might influence form recognition.
activation: Kaltenmeier et al. found that features shared by objects that are used together (e.g., ::broom::, ::dustpan::) are activated faster than general function features (e.g., ::broom::, ::shovel::). Lee et al. found that structural action features are activated faster than functional action features (i.e., "grasp" features faster than "use" features), and shape features may be activated faster than function features (Yee et al., 2011).

The fact that people look to items with only tangential connection to the bottom-up input presents us with yet another puzzle when we consider visual world studies looking at sentential and other constraints, which suggest that lexical competition can be flexibly restricted. Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004) used the visual world and found that sentential contexts in Dutch like "never before climbed a..." led to a strong and even anticipatory advantage for the Dutch word for goat (boet) compared to a phonological competitor (but, Dutch for bone). A manipulation of the speech file favoring but was able to modulate the result, demonstrating the online interplay between sentential constraints and details of the speech signal. Chambers, Tanenhaus, and Magnuson (2004) had subjects follow instructions to interact with real objects. When subjects were told to pick up an egg and there were two eggs available—one in the shell and a liquid one that had been cracked into a bowl—subjects looked at both and needed clarification to proceed. But if the instruction were to pour the egg, subjects did not even look at the unbreakable egg still in the shell (similar results were found as a function of the affordances of implements; subjects holding a hook restricted attention to "hookable" objects when they were told to pick up some object!). Magnuson, Tanenhaus, and Aslin (2008) used an artificial lexicon paradigm to implement a stronger version of the Tanenhaus et al. (1979) and Shillcock and Bard (1993) experiments we reviewed earlier and found that strong form-class expectations based on the pragmatics of visual displays (whether bare noun reference would suffice, or whether an adjective was required for unambiguous reference) were able to wipe out cross-form class competition (phonologically similar nouns and adjectives did not compete with each other). Similarly, pragmatic expectations about which objects will be referred to by a speaker appear to influence lexical activation (Barr, 2008; Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell, 2003). The puzzle here is that on the one hand, the semantic competition effects suggest promiscuous, automatic spreading of activation over pathways sensitive to phonological and semantic relatedness, but at the same time, strong sentential and pragmatic constraints seem able to prevent activation of individual items or even classes of items. At first blush, the semantic effects appear to be a case of facilitation, but the sentential/pragmatic constraint effects appear to be inhibition. It may be that both kinds of findings have to do with facilitation; sentential/pragmatic constraints may just boost activation of comparable items (see footnote 12). However, it is difficult to intuit how such mechanisms would operate without implementing them in a simulation model, and it appears that progress on this front will require implemented models.

Similar findings are emerging at the interface of words and sentences. There is growing evidence that words activate in an anticipatory fashion based on context and inferences about what will be heard from properties of animate and inanimate objects depicted in a visual scene (e.g., Altman & Kamide, 1999; see Altman & Mikovíc, 2009, for a review, and Kuloza, Fang, Aicher, Chen, & Magnuson, 2011, for details about the time course of sentential and lexical-semantic constraints). As with the priming literature, understanding whether such mechanisms are driven primarily by facilitation or inhibition, and how lexical and sentential constraints interact, will require implemented models.

On our view, we are in the thick of the normal science phase of research on spoken word recognition. The field finds itself with a rough consensus about the data that need to be explained, the computational theory of the input-output mapping, and the essential functions the mechanisms of spoken word recognition must include. There is vastly more agreement than disagreement about these matters. However, a closer look at the data we have just reviewed reveals some disconcerting incongruities between the empirical findings and our current models. First, no current model can accommodate all of the results we have just reviewed; TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) simulates a surprisingly broad and deep array of form recognition phenomena at a fine-grained time scale, but it cannot address meaning. The Distributed Cohort Model (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997, 1999) is a learning model that simulates a combination of form and meaning phenomena and reveals interesting problems that emerge when such representations interact. However, it is unknown whether that model can be extended to the range of phenomena TRACE simulates. Furthermore, there are some results that extant models cannot accommodate.

One simple example is priming, whether phonological, phonemic, or semantic. Priming seems like it should be easy to accommodate in cognitive psychological models of language processing; it is a basic, long-standing phenomenon that has motivated and constrained theories in many cognitive domains—how could priming be incompatible with current theories of spoken word recognition? All the same, most current theories of spoken word recognition cannot accommodate it (we will discuss the one counterexample, Goldinger [1998], later). Claims that priming effects can be modeled by connectionist models of spoken word recognition (Luce et al., 2000) typically boil down to the fact that simultaneous activations of prime, probe, and baseline items (e.g., ::veer, bull, soft::, where ::veer:: primes ::bull:: due to high phonetic similarity at each phoneme) within the model show a pattern of some sort of connection (e.g., simply that the prime and probe are both active). What current simulation models are incapable of is showing priming like that of human listeners, where the prime has a positive or negative impact on subsequent processing of the probe. This may not seem like a crucial example, but it illustrates the fact that our theories and models may do an even worse job of accounting for empirical facts than we realize.

This leaves us with a consensus but without a unified model. Instead, we have separate microtheories of form and meaning, activation and priming, and so on, that nonetheless appear to be compatible with one another in broad strokes because each is consistent with general principles of cognitive psychology. On top of these gaps, though, there are more troubling anomalies looming—results that seem truly incompatible with current theories and that may require a new theoretical formulation.

Waiting for the Revolution

The gaps we have just reviewed are minor in comparison to a growing set of results that are truly incommensurate with current theories. Kuhn (1962) argues that scientific revolutions, or paradigm shifts, are triggered by the accrual of so many anomalous results that a dominant paradigm cannot continue in the normal science mode of incorporating more and more fine-grained details into an existing theoretical framework. Normal science can withstand a number of anomalies; they can be ignored, treated as curiosities, or so nearly compatible with current theory that integration seems imminent. Eventually, though, so many anomalies accrue that a tipping point is reached. It would appear that we are nearing this point in spoken word recognition. In this section we present a selective review of the most pressing anomalies.

Surface Details in the Speech Signal

We began this chapter with a discussion of the simplifying assumption that the input to spoken word recognition can be temporarily assumed to be a string of phonemes output by a speech perception mechanism. Such simplifying assumptions are common throughout science and allow progress at multiple levels of analysis, rather than a purely bottom-up approach that does not progress until all fundamental problems are cracked. However, temporary simplifying assumptions can take on the functional status of true theoretical assumptions and hide constraints—ironically becoming complicating assumptions (Magnuson, 2008). Let's consider how the phonemic input assumption has done just that.

A fundamental finding in speech perception is the categorical perception of many speech sounds (Liberman, Harris, Hoffman, & Griffith, 1957). There tends to be a sharp boundary between phonemic categories, such that a change in a critical dimension (e.g., voice onset time) is difficult to detect within a category, but change of the same magnitude that straddles the category boundary is obvious. However, it has been known for a long time that human speech perception is sensitive to within-category variation (e.g., Pisoni & Tash, 1974) and that this sensitivity can be observed in spoken word recognition (Andruski, Blumenteil, & Burton, 1994; Marslen-Wilson, 1999; M. A. & Warren, 1995). Studies using the visual world paradigm have demonstrated this sensitivity in great detail in speech perception (e.g., McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2002), as well as exquisite sensitivity to subcategorical (subphonemic) detail, such as coarticulatory cues (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001). These results should have led directly to the insight that the phonemic input assumption is just plain wrong, and that the computational theory of spoken word recognition cannot be compartmentalized away from speech perception—especially in light of well-known phonetic studies demonstrating, for example, that vowel durations differ systematically (albeit probabilistically) as a function of word length (e.g., Peretz & Lehtiniemi, 1966). Salverda, Dahan, and McQueen (2003) finally made this connection explicit in a visual world study (see also Davis, Marslen-Wilson, & Gaskell, 2002, for related results using a priming paradigm).
They confirmed that, on average, vowel durations in longer words (e.g., hamster) were shorter (by only about 20 ms at an average speaking rate) than in shorter words (e.g., ham), and then demonstrated that listeners used these cues as a constraint immediately to constrain spoken word recognition (e.g., the ham- of hamster leads to greater activation of hammer, which is compatible with cues to word length present already in /æt/). On the other hand, such durations just scratch the surface of the complex prosodic patterns to which listeners are sensitive (see Salverda et al. for some of these). Consider the implications for the embedding problem if the initial segments in spoken words essentially tell the listener how long the word they are hearing will be; this substantially mitigates the embedding problem (i.e., if vowel duration is consistent with a two-syllable word, ham should be less active, reducing the magnitude of the embedding problem). Thus, simplifying assumptions about the nature of the input bid phonemic constraints available in the speech signal.

This is just one example of surface details that spoken word recognition is sensitive to. Another is assimilation. In English, place assimilation can straddle word boundaries, with actual place of articulation shifting with the context of an adjacent segment. For example, the sequence green boat is often pronounced as a rhyme or near rhyme of dream boat, but this appears to be an aspect of the intended word. If there is truly full assimilation (e.g., Gaskell, 2003; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1998), this might be a problem situated at the level of spoken word recognition. However, evidence that characteristics of the intended segment shift only partially toward the assimilating place (e.g., Gow, 2001, 2002, 2003a, 2003b) suggest a degree of intersection between speech perception and spoken word recognition that cannot be trivially accounted for in current models, especially when the phonemic input assumption is in play.

Word segmentation is another place where the phonemic input assumption may be complicating rather than simplifying. Relatively easy to quantify surface details—such as stress patterns—are not difficult to integrate with current frameworks (Norriss, McQueen, & Cutler, 1995). Mattys and colleagues (e.g., Mattys, White, & Melhorn, 2005) have been mapping our complex interactions between knowledge-based (lexical) and signal-based cues to segmentation, the relative weights of which vary with context. Again, aspects of these details could be built into a model like TRACE. But it does not seem plausible that the full number and complexity of constraints Mattys and colleagues have documented could be hand-coded into such models. In fact, attempting to do so would amount to replacing the phonemic input assumption with another simplifying assumption, albeit one that would be more complex and realistic. That is, building in such correlations with any simplified/abstract analog to the acoustics of real speech is still a matter of constructing a pretend signal, rather than grappling with actual speech. Without tackling the signal, we will not know what helpful constraints we have hidden with the abstractions of our simplifying assumptions.

A case where surface detail seems complicating rather than simplifying, though, is the great sensitivity listeners exhibit to surface details that do not seem to provide general constraints on the signal-word mapping reported by Goldinger (1998). Memory for and naming of a word heard earlier in a session (e.g., in an old-new recognition test) benefit from preservation of seemingly nonessential details such as talker identity. Goldinger (1998) proposed an episodic model of the lexicon, where the storage of unanalyzed memory traces provides the basis for word recognition. While several fundamental problems would have to be overcome for this to be a viable model of word recognition (see Magnuson & Nubaum, 2007, and footnote 2), Goldinger's simulations with an episodic model (based on MINERVA) and Hintzman (1986) provide a potential starting point for understanding phoneme and recognition within a single system.

Further need for some sort of flexible, active, and context-dependent episodic learning based on complex contingencies between talkers and surface details is illustrated by recent studies showing rapid, but conservative, learning. Norris, McQueen, and Cutler (2003) and Bertelson, Vroomen, and De Gelder (2003) reported rapid "perceptual recalibration" when ambiguous phonetic stimuli are accompanied by some kind of disambiguating context. Bertelson et al. used videos of the oral gestures of speakers to disambiguate segments halfway between /bl/ and /dl/. Norris et al. predicted that lexically disambiguated segments (Ganong, 1980) could lead to lexically guided learning. They used segments halfway between /bl/ and /dl/ as test items and the ambiguous token in the context of distressed would most likely be distress, but the same ambiguous segment would most likely be hit in the context of hitmell. In both studies, the contexts drove learning that changed performance on subsequent phonetic identification assessments. Thus, the phonemic-to-phonemic mappings are not static but can change dynamically based on recent experience. Later studies showed that such learning is robust over time (25 minutes; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005; 12 hours: Eisner & McQueen, 2006) and re-exposure to canonical, unambiguous tokens (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005). Perhaps most remarkably, this learning appears to depend on having a speaker who has not been exposed to canonical, unambiguous tokens (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) found that learning is talker-specific and depends on the first utterances heard by a particular talker (early unambiguous tokens are not overridden by later, lexically disambiguated tokens) and that such learning is blocked if a causal, external factor would explain the partial deviance from canonical pronunciation (such as a pen in the talker's mouth).

One related phenomenon we will touch on here is word learning in adults, which both highlights further the need to grapple with learning and the need to integrate the cognitive psychology of language with the cognitive neuroscience of language (and eventually the neurochemistry and genetics, etc.). Gaskell and Duyam (2003) pioneered a new learning paradigm where subjects are exposed to word-like patterns (e.g., cathedrake) as nonword foils in lexical decision over a period of 5 days. They found that eventually, these nonwords began to act as though they were becoming lexicalized, as indicated by increased competition evident when subjects processed similar real words (e.g., cathedral). Duyam and Gaskell (2007) explicitly tested whether the advent of lexical competition is dependent upon sleep-based consolidation. With a classic sleep + delay versus no-sleep + delay approach, they found that the emergence of competition does depend on consolidation. Leach and Samuel (2007) pointed out that this requires two different phases of learning, and possibly two different forms of learning: lexical configuration is a matter of learning to recognize a pattern, and this seems to emerge before lexical engagement, when that pattern begins to show evidence (via competition with existing lexical items) of integration with the lexicon. While in this chapter we have steadfastly stuck to our charge of reviewing the cognitive psychology of spoken word recognition, ambitious behavioral and neuroimaging work on consolidation in lexical learning by Davis and Gaskell (2009) at the intersection of neuroscience and cognitive psychology illustrates that maintaining boundaries between these domains is becoming less tenable every day. We have time to mention in passing the growing need for theories and models of spoken word recognition to respect computational constraints emerging from the cognitive neuroscience of language, and the fact that this represents another source of Kuhnian crisis for current theories.

**Revolutionary Frameworks?**

In closing, we see three avenues as most promising for pushing the field beyond the tipping point and to new theoretical frameworks: (1) the need to grapple with the speech signal itself, (2) integration of the study of spoken word recognition with descriptively higher levels of language processing, (3) the need for theories and models to grapple with learning across the life span, including language development in childhood and rapid, flexible learning in adults, and (4) the need to respect neurobiological constraints on mechanisms for language processing. Two existing approaches might provide paths forward on some of these.

The first is the adaptive resonance framework of Grossberg and colleagues (e.g., Grossberg, Boardman, & Cohen, 1997; Grossberg, Govindarajan, Wyse, & Cohen, 2004; Grossberg & Myers, 2000), who have ignored the simplifying assumptions embraced elsewhere in the field and have stubbornly refused to abandon the speech signal or neurobiologically realistic learning models. A pessimistic view of this work would be that progress has been slow, leading thus far neither to anything like the breadth of the TRACE model nor to any acceptable developmental model. As we have discussed, simplifying assumptions about the input signal can actually complicate the problem of spoken word recognition. Working with the signal is necessary both in terms of demonstrating that our models could actually work with the signal whose perception we intend to model, and in uncovering further constraints on our simplifying assumptions have hidden. Similar benefits may also emerge from realistic neural modeling.

The second promising framework is a connectionist model that integrates the development of speech perception and speech production (Plaut & Kello, 1999), using acoustic and articulatory representations that are still abstractions but are tremendously more realistic than TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986), the next best simplified approach in current models, providing a waypoint perhaps between
current approaches and adaptive resonance. The model learns to recognize words based on "adult" input and learns to control its articulatory apparatus by attempting to mimic this input and pattern it in that input. More generally, it may be true for theories and models of spoken word recognition to move away from stipulated representations to emergent representations (McClelland, 2010; McClelland et al., 2010).

But, of course, a framework encompassing learning is even more important when we turn our attention to language development. As we suggested earlier, models of adult "endpoints" are invaluable tools for making progress on understanding spoken word recognition (even if endpoints are another example of a useful but misleading simplifying assumption, given the results for adult plasticity we have just reviewed), but full understanding of language processing will require developmental models. Plaut and Kello did not develop the model beyond this first report, but a framework of this sort may be just what is needed to push the field forward.

Notes

1. Typical speaking rates range from approximately 12 phonemes per second in the first year of life (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). Even though 12 phonemes per second is already three to four times the rate at which sequences of arbitrary sounds can be perceived (Warren, Obusek, Farmer, & Warren, 1969), word recognition remains stable at unusally fast rates up to 50-60 phonemes per second.

2. Although the field continues to be known as "spoken word recognition," we will see that current theories largely eschew the notion of a "magical moment" (Bobbitt, 1990) where the system enters a state of word being recognised, embracing instead notions of change over time in relative activations of lexical representations in memory (e.g., McClelland & Elman, 1986) or Bayesian probability estimates that particular words have been or are being heard (e.g., Norris & McQueen, 2000). For better or worse, we will follow standard practice of using "spoken word recognition" as a catchall term to indicate processes intervening between speech perception and sentence processing.

3. Whether of the single or episodic type is a matter reported by Cooper (1974), but its potential was not appreciated at the time. Recently, a version was developed that tracks hand movements instead of eye movements and provides a different perspective on time course (Slypen, Groenveld, & Krookmal, 2003).

4. that 2001, which means that there are faster and slower initial fixations. See Altmann and Kamide (2007; also Altmann, 2011) for assessments of scanpath latency distributions.

5. We are using the term probabilistic phonotactics here to capture the fact that general idea that phonology cannot vary in just how word-like they sound, with more common sequences sounding more word-like. This term also has been given an operational definition in spoken word recognition research as well. Vitevitch and Luce (1999) define this as a sum of diphthong probabilities within a word (not exactly a probability). While this is strongly correlated with neighborhood density, Vitevitch and Luce have demonstrated that in a task where attention is manipulated to a visual focus (by presenting many nouns in a naming task, for example), phonotactic probability facilitates processing.
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